General Kinematics provides complete foundry systems for the optimum metalcasting process. An installation base of 40,000+ machines in 35 countries over the past 60 years has provided GK with unrivaled foundry experience. Through those installations, GK has developed an extensive network of relationships with equipment OEMs, partners, and suppliers around the world. GK is in a unique position to create custom-engineered foundry systems and solutions that will maximize production with minimal downtime.

GK has expertly engineered systems to suit a wide range of metalcasting applications. General Kinematics is an engineering-based company that understands the principles required to make profitable foundry systems. GK can engineer, plan, and construct any foundry project using cutting edge technology. Customers have always relied on us to provide a high return on investment. Our system focus is no different. GK’s proven methodology is to deliver significant returns and a competitive advantage to our customers.

Why GK Systems.

- **Recognized Industry Leader.** Decades of foundry process experience and know-how provide us the expertise required to engineer productive, long-lasting, and profitable systems.
- **Lower Maintenance.** GK’s proven material handling technology is FOUNDRY-RATED™ to require lower maintenance while maintaining a longer service life.
- **Turn-Key Solutions.** GK systems are designed so that each component seamlessly integrates to create a proven process that will maximize your profitability.